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DISCLAIMER for DECLARATIVE AI 2022

THIS PRESENTATION DOES NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF MY EMPLOYER

ALL OPINIONS CONTAINED ARE MY OWN



“EVIDENCE” FOR OBSERVATIONS DISCUSSED IN THIS SESSION

7 years as an analyst discussing topics with ~4,000

Enterprise Architects, IT Leaders, CIOs and Vendors

Mostly application platform and architecture related 

coverage

Some support provided to organizations looking at 

business process and business decision support

Worked in the rules technology and delivery business 

1991-2015
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DEMAND FOR DEMOCRATIZATION

DEVELOPER

DEMOCRATIZATION
STAFF IN AN ORG



IT REMAINS INDIFFERENT TO MODEL-DRIVEN

DEVELOPER

DEMOCRATIZATION

Focus:

- Code

- APIs

- I&O

- Security

- Data



BUSINESS DEVELOPERS MOVING INTO MORE DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPER

DEMOCRATIZATION

Focus:

- Business development

- Business efficiency / 

automation

- Increasing 

independence from 

traditional IT



… HELPED BY RISING TOOL ABSTRACTION

RISING ABSTRACTION
DEVELOPER

DEMOCRATIZATION
AUTOMATION NEEDS



LOW-CODE ETC

RISING ABSTRACTION

MODEL DRIVEN
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CLOUD SERVICES
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… LEADING TO AUTOMATION

AUTOMATION NEEDSRISING ABSTRACTION
DEVELOPER

DEMOCRATIZATION



AUTOMATION COVERS A LOT OF TECH!

AUTOMATION COVERAGE / MATURITY

INTEGRATION

DATA PROCESS

TASK / RPA

DECISION

PROCESS / 

TASK MINING

DOC/ 

CONTENT 

MGMT

INTELLIGENT 

DOC PROC

APPLICATIONS

SaaS / SVCS

AI/ML 

ANALYTICS
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1. RPA developments often evolve into business process automation

2. Business process developments often evolve into decision automation

3. Lack of maturity around process engineering (see BPMN) and decision engineering (see DMN)

in most IT organizations.

4. Lots of IT concern about “lock-in” … despite the success of Salesforce et al.

5. Increasing business frustration with core IT delivery speed 

6. Clear shift from IT focus vendors to business solution vendors 

7. IT architects still conflate business rule statement repos, rule engines, decision mgmt. etc
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Data

Simplified Decision Models 

for Analytics Data Owners

Easier transition from process

to decision models
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What’s next for decisioning?

Business                                 IT 

Decision Engineering

as a discipline
Simplified 

Citizen DX

Vendor 

ecosystem support

Seamless

Cloud-native delivery

Collaboration

between Business Technologists and Decision Engineers



Will these happen?

Low-code vendors surveyed 2022:

40%+ were investing in developer experience

30-40% were investing in business process and workflow support

20-30% were investing in business logic / rules / decision mechanisms

37% claimed to support BPMN import or export

17% claimed to support DMN import or export

40% of low-code platforms had <1000 developers using each platform

9% of low-code platforms had >100,000 developers using each platform
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. Decision Engineering should be more popular!

2. Most decision management tools don’t yet target the huge audience of business technologists

3. Declarative / model-driven development is due for a resurgence

4. We await decision management to be proven in SaaS



Thank you!


